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The p h e n o m e n o l o g y  of s table  half- integer  charged  hadrons  predic ted  by  cer ta in  higher  d imens iona l  uni f ica t ion  models  is 
examined  Produc t ion  cross sect ions and s ignatures  for their  de tec t ion  in p~ co lhder  exper iments  are discussed in some detai l  

Certain compactificatlons of hagher dimensional 
theories lead to exotic quarks with electric charge +! 6 
and _s in addition to a number of standard fermlon 
generations [1]. Together wath standard quarks they 
would form baryons and mesons with half-Integer 
electric charge. Due to charge conservataon, the lightest 
such hadron would be stable. Four-dimensional unafica- 
tion withan SU(5), SO(10) or E 6 leads to a colour trl- 
ality rule stating that all colour sanglets must have an- 
teger electric charge. In contrast, hagher dimensions al- 
low for unification in groups with only real or pseudo- 
real representations lake E 8 or SO(12). In this case, a 
generalized trlality can allow for half-integer charged 
colourless states. Superstrings based on E 8 × E 8 or 
SO(32) belong to this class of theories [2]. Generalized 
triality allows quarks with electric charge Q = (3n + 1)/6. 

For this type of higher dimensional theories the ap- 
pearance of exotic quarks an the four-dimensional low- 
energy spectrum depends on spontaneous compactifi- 
cation - on the embedding of SU(3) Y SU(2) × U(1) 
and the associated chirality index [3]. Indeed, exam- 
ples have been found [ t ] leadang to quarks an colour 
triplets with electric charge +! s 6 and -g  in addition to 
several generations of standard quarks with charge +2_ 3,  

1 -5 .  There are also antiquarks with opposite charges. 
Depending on the sign of the index, the left-handed 
exotic quarks belong to weak doublets and left-handed 
antiquarks are weak singlets or vice versa (antiquarks 
form doublets and quarks are singlets). The exotic 
quarks form, together with some standard fermions, 
anomaly-free exotic generations [ 1 ]. Chirahty with 
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respect to SU(2) × U(1) forbids invanant mass terms 
for the exotic quarks, which can only acquire mass 
from weak symmetry breaking. We therefore expect 
exotic quark masses around or below the mass of the 
W-bosom 

It seems very difficult to exclude the existence of 
these exotac quarks by theoretical arguments alone. 
The existence of exotacs can be estabhshed for any 
given compactlfication. The theoretical problem, how- 
ever, is to select the "true" compactificatlon scheme. 
The possible existence of these half-integer charged 
hadrons, formed by exotic charge +! s 6, - g  quarks wath 
mass below ~200 GeV, as rather an experimental issue. 
It should be noted that these exotic partacles, whach 
result from particular compactificatlons, are at present 
among the very few experimentally accessable predac- 
tions of higher dimensional theoraes. Sance exotic 
quarks have the same strong interactions as standard 
quarks and differ only by their electric charge and 
couplangs to Z 0 (and possibly we), their production 
cross sections at high-energy accelerators can be reli- 
ably calculated. Their signature involves stable half- 
integer charged hadrons. At present, the best lower 
bound on their mass comes from e+e - annihilataon at 
PETRA/PEP, were stable particle searches using dE/dx 
measurements exclude exotic particles with mass less 

5 than about 20 GeV , i .  For the charge - g quark, sim- 
ilar bounds are obtaaned from total cross-section mea- 
surements, 1.e. R, and "onium" searches. With the ad- 

#1 For a review see ref. [4]. 
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vent of  the SLC/LEP experiments, higher bounds on 
the mass will be possible, or a clear observation of  their 
existence! Possible signatures would include the normal 
behavior when a new quark threshold is passed, hke a 
step in R after a resonance region of  bound onium 
states, but also the direct observation of  the exotic 
hadrons through a clear event topology and measure- 
ments as discussed below, p~ collisions are also a pos- 
sible source to produce these exotics, but here the pre- 
sent bounds (if any) are much less clear. The aim of 
this letter is therefore to investigate the problems of 
finding such new particles at the CERN and FNAL col- 
liders. 

Given the normal strong Interaction of  these exotic 
quarks, they can be produced at a hadron collider 
through the usual fusion processes, q~t -+ QQ and gg 
QQ, and the cross section calculated with standard 
QCD. For SPS and Tevatron energies, we show in fig. 1 
the integrated cross section with the requirement of  a 
minimum Pi  of the exotic quark 
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Fig. 1. Cross section of p~ -~ QQ + X, eq. (1), requtrmg a ml- 
nunum transverse momentum, Plmln, of the exotic quark, Q, 
of mass, MQ, at SPS (a) and Tevatron (b) collider energies. 

a(p± ~> PJ.min) 

= f  dXl dx2d[ ~ fz(Xl' Q2)f/(x2, Q2) 

d°i,1 
× ~ O(p± -P±min). 

dt 
(1) 

The structure functions of  ref. [5] were used to- 
gether with the matrix elements from ref. [6] to ob- 
tain the results for a few different masses of the exotic 
quark. From the total cross sections (i.e. Pimm = 0 in 
fig. 1) one can infer a total event sample of anything 
from a few events up to some thousand events, depend- 
ing on the exotic quark mass, for the total integrated 
luminosity of  close to 1 pb -1 obtained at the CERN 
collider so far. The production rate at a collider there- 
fore seems to be at an observable level. 

The fragmentation of  the exotic quarks is expected 
to be similar to that of  standard heavy quarks and our 
current knowledge of  charm and bot tom quark frag- 
mentation can therefore be extrapolated using avail- 
able fragmentation models. The energy fraction, z = 
EH/EQ, taken by the heavy hadron is thus expected 
to be very large. In fact, using the argument of  Bjorken 
[7] gives an expected mean value g ~ 1 - 1/M e,  where 

MQ is the heavy quark mass in GeV. The fragmenta- 
tion function of  Peterson et al. [8] gwes a similar ex- 
pectation whereas the Lund model [9] gives a some- 
what harder spectrum. In all cases, however, a typical 
value o f g  ~ 0.99 is expected forMQ = 50 - 100 GeV. 
QCD evolution through gluon radiation will certainly 
cause some softening. However, since the source is a 
colour-triplet charge which only evolves from the off- 
shellness scale related to Q2 of  the hard interaction 
down to M~,  this will ~qot change the basic feature that 
the exotic hadron takes most of  the jet energy, leaving 
very little to the remainder jet. To a good approxima- 
tion the P±mln In fig. 1 will therefore apply also to the 
heavy hadrons. These will appear as isolated particles 
leading to a characteristic event topology" two stiff 
particles, back to back in the transverse plane, in a 
background similar to that of  jet events (mimmum 
bias plus extra activity due to large-Q 2 process). We 
note that both exotic hadrons wall be stable and half- 
integer charged. 

The missing energy, which is transformed into the 
heavy masses, cannot be directly used as a signature 
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Fig. 2. Kmetic energy (a) and velocity (b) versus the momen- 
tum of particles of different mass. 

since energy is usually lost by energetic particles going 
down the beam pipe. (Missing energy is balanced in 
the transverse plane to a good approximation.)  Due to 
the large mass, the exotic hadrons will typically be 
non-relativistic and hence their kinetic energy, which 
can be absorbed in a calorimeter,  be much smaller 
than their momenta  as illustrated in fig. 2a. If  produced 
rather close to threshold, their kinetic energy will not  
be enough to satisfy an E± trigger and such events 
would therefore presumably enter a minimum-bias 
sample. This would give an exceedingly small signal to 
background ratio of  cross sections which would be very 
hard to overcome with off  line selection criteria On 
the other hand, it does not  cost very much in rate to 
require a minimum Pz of, say, 50 GeV for MQ = 50 
GeV which would give the 1 0 - 2 0  GeV energy deposi- 
tion needed for an E± jet  trigger. This would reduce 
the background events by many orders of  magnitude 
whereas the loss of  exotic events can be acceptable. 
The details, depending on the required P±mm and 
exotic quark mass, can be read out  from fig. 1. 

The characteristic mismatch between the measured 
momentum and calorimetric energy is even more strik- 
ing for a charge 1 particle since ItS apparent  momentum 
is twice the true one, when the charge is not  measured 
For  a charge ~ particle, on the other hand, the mis- 

match is reduced by its smaller apparent momentum,  
two thirds of  the true momentum.  We also note that 
the energy deposited in a calorimeter will essentially 
be ofhadronic  nature and with an unusually small elec- 
tromagnet]c part as compared to normal jets. A possi- 
ble search procedure would therefore be to use a je t  
sample and search for two isolated high-pi  particles 
(back to back In azimuth) and confirm the e n e r g y -  
momentum mismatch. The background from normal 
jet  events should be negligible, since that would require 
that both  high-p± jets fragment Into leading particles 
taking almost all jet  energy, which is a very rare process 
already for a single jet .  Moreover, the ene rgy-momen-  
tum mismatch should in normal jet  events only occur 
due to imperfect]ons of  the experimental  equipment.  

The slowness of  the heavy exotics is dlustrated in 
fig. 2b, which shows typical/3 values of  0.5 or even less. 
This makes time-of-flight measurements a very appro- 
priate tool  for identification. Since a very high time 
resolution is not  needed it would even be possible to 
use a t ime-of-flight signal in a trigger condit ion.  This 
would considerably improve detectabil i ty of  stable 
hadrons produced near threshold. Alternatively, 
~erenkov detectors could be used for identification. 

Ionization measurements using dE/dx are, of  course, 
also an interesting possibility. Fig. 3 is a typical exam- 
ple of  the expected ionization as a function of  mo- 
mentum for particles of  different mass and charge 
[10]. A problem here is that too slow heavy particles 
cause too much lomzatlon which can not be properly 
measured in chambers designed for normal,  light par- 
ticles. Thus, the detailed properties of  the chamber will 
be of  Importance.  
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Fig. 3. Energy loss through lomzatlon for exotic hadrons of 
momentum, p, compared to standard particles. (The vertical 
scale corresponds to a particular gas as an example.) 
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Based on the above est imated rates and signatures, 
it seems unlikely that  the exotic hadrons discussed in 
this let ter  can be ruled out  already from analyses made 
so far of  coUider data. Rather,  a dedicated search is 
required, e.g. along the lines suggested above. That 
should, however, have the possibility to discover them 
or significantly improve the lower bounds on their 
mass. The event topology from product ion in e+e - at 
SLC or LEP would also be very clear: two leading, 
back-to-back,  h igh-momentum tracks with only soft 
background tracks. Again all the other signatures, like 
e n e r g y - m o m e n t u m  mismatch, apply.  The bet ter  in- 
s trumentat ion for particle identification available in 
these experiments would be an advantage. If  discovered, 
these exotic quarks would also form onlum states which 
could be studied at SLC/LEP. Due to the different 
couplings of  exotics to photons and Z 0 these states 
could be distinguished from toponium. As for topo- 
nium, an interesting (but different) interference spec- 
trfim would arise for MQ around half the Z0-boson 
mass. It would also be possible to produce exotic 
quarks in an ep collider through the pho ton -g luon  
fusion process, but  due to the softness of  the gluon 
structure function the rate at HERA energies will not  

be competit ive.  
Besides their possible production in high-energy 

accelerators, exotic quarks would have been produced 
in the big bang. Almost  all of  them would be annilu- 
lated in the later evolution of  the universe, unless an 
exotic baryon asymmetry [ 1 ] protects  a certain frac- 
tion, in similarity with normal baryons.  No estimate 
on the exotic baryon asymmetry (which may be much 
smaller than the standard one) IS available. In addition, 
the concentration of  exotics in terrestrial material 
would depend on other details, including their chemical 
behaviour. If  exotic hadrons have a sufficiently high 
concentration they should be detected by searches for 
fractionally-charged particles In terrestrial materials, 
but  unfor tunately no estimate on this concentrat ion 

seems possible at present. 
What about their product ion m the atmosphere by 

high energy cosmic rays? For  an exotic quark mass of  
25 GeV we have estimated a rough upper bound of  
10 -2 exotics hitt ing the earth surface per m 2 and year. 
This estimate comes from folding the flux of high- 
energy cosmic-ray particles [11] with the mean num- 

ber of  exotics produced in p r o t o n - p r o t o n  collisions 
as a function of  energy (obtained from eq. (1) and a 
total pp cross section given by the fit in ref. [ 12]). 
This bound decreases very rapidly for higher quark 
masses, e.g. <~ 10 -4 exotics/m 2 y f o r M o  = 50 GeV. 
We conclude that exotics cannot be observed in cosmic- 
ray experiments.  The total  number of  exotics produced 
by cosmic rays during the existence of the earth xs 
easily calculated and is much below possible detection 
by searches for non-integer charged particles in terres- 
trial material. 

We are grateful to W. Barrel, R. Felst,  H. Hoffmann, 
Y. Oku and K. Soderstr6m for interesting and helpful 
discussions. 
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